Used 6.0 powerstroke
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costs. Power Stroke is the name used by a family of diesel engines for trucks produced by Ford
Motor Company and Navistar International until for Ford products since The name was also
used for a diesel engine used in South American production of the Ford Ranger. From , the
Power Stroke engine family existed as a re-branding of engines produced by Navistar
International, sharing engines with its medium-duty truck lines. Since the introduction of the 6.
The first engine to bear the Power Stroke name, the 7. Introduced in as the replacement for the
7. The Power Stroke is an electronically controlled, direct injection engine with a 4. It has a The
It ran a high pressure oil pump HPOP to create the necessary oil pressure to fire the fuel
injectors. The trucks use a two-stage cam-driven fuel pump, whereas the trucks use a frame rail
mounted electric fuel pump. The trucks also had a deadhead fuel system and a "long lead"
injector in cyl. Single-shot injectors only inject one charge of fuel per cycle, whereas the
split-shot injector releases a preliminary light load before the main charge to initiate
combustion in a more damped manner. This "pre-injection" helps reduce the sharp combustion
'knock' as well as lower NO x emissions by creating a more complete burn. The ' In , an air-to-air
intercooler was added to cool the charged air from the turbo for increased air density. With the
new cooler, denser air would increase the horsepower potential of the engine, while also
reducing exhaust gas temperatures EGT. The turbine housing was changed to a. Despite being
regarded as one of the most reliable diesel engines ever put in a light duty truck, [ citation
needed ] the 7. A common failure point was the CPS camshaft position sensor. The failure of
this sensor would create a no start condition or would shut the truck off mid operation. The
easiest way to diagnose a failed CPS is through movement of the tachometer when cranking. If
the tachometer does not move, the CPS is most likely bad. The filter housing tends to develop
cracks in the aluminum housing and leaks fuel. The heating element contained in the filter
housing also can short out, blowing a fuse and causing a no start condition. The turbocharger
up-pipes are a large failure point, with the pipes leaking from many different points but mainly
from the joints. Leaking of the up-pipes causes the engine to lose boost and cause EGT's to
increase. The EBPV exhaust back-pressure valve was also prone to failure. Most of the issues
that came out of these motors were electrical due to poor electrical connections. The UVCH
under valve cover harness was prone to losing contact with either glow plugs or injectors which
caused rough starts or a misfire depending on the year. Some early models were sold off the lot
without a catalytic converter as emissions didn't quite affect the diesel industry too much yet.
The 7. The 6. The engine has a 3. Many 6. The oil cooler is located in the valley of the engine
block, underneath the cartridge oil filter set up. The sealed outer portion of the oil cooler is
submerged in engine oil, with coolant flowing through the center passages. Over time, the
coolant side of oil cooler would plug up with sediment. This would reduce the flow of coolant
through the oil cooler and cause higher oil temperatures. This sediment would also reduce the
flow of coolant through the EGR cooler resulting in premature failure due to thermal expansion
fatiguing the heat exchanging core. The early EGR coolers The HPOP is located in the engine
valley at the rear of the engine block. Early build years This is due to the poor quality materials
used in manufacturing. The HPOP is pressurized by a rotating gear, meshed with a rear
camshaft gear. The early model HPOP gears were known to be weak, and develop stress cracks
in the teeth resulting in gear failure, thus causing a no start issue for the engine. The high
amount of heat in this location, combined with the exposure to debris in the oil was known to
cause ICP sensor failure also resulting in a no start condition. This issue was addressed by
Ford with the late engine update, bringing a new HPOP design, along with relocation of the ICP
sensor to the Passenger side valve cover. The newly designed pump is not known for frequent
failure, however a new issue arose with the update. These o-rings were prone to failure causing
a HPO leak, and eventually a no start condition. Ford addressed this concern with updated Viton

o-ring washers fixing the issue. Some models had issue with the prongs of the STC fitting
breaking causing the fitting to lose its sealing property and again, a no start condition for the
engine. The IPR screen is located in the engine valley with the oil cooler. The material used was
susceptible to failure and neglecting to replace the screen during an oil cooler replacement
could lead to the debris being sent through the HPOP causing complete failure. If the HPOP
does not fail another common failure point is the IPR that, if contaminated by debris, will not be
able to seal completely and will then "bleed off" oil pressure causing a no start condition. TTY
bolts offer some of the most precise clamping force available but can be problematic. This has
never been addressed by Ford due to the fact that other malfunctions or abuse must occur to
stretch the bolts. Some in the aftermarket will replace the factory bolts with head studs in an
attempt to protect the head gaskets from future failure. If this is done without addressing the
underlying issue, the head gaskets may fail again bringing along a cracked or warped cylinder
head. In contrast, the Powerstroke 7. Numerous PCM recalibrations, attempts to "detune" the
engine, fuel injector stiction caused by lack of maintenance and proper oil changes along with
several other driveability and quality control problems have plagued the 6. The FICM fuel
injection control module has been a problem, where low voltage in the vehicle's electrical
system due to failing batteries or a low-output alternator can cause damage to the FICM. In
addition, the placement of the FICM on top of the engine subjects it to varying and extreme
temperatures and vibrations causing solder joints and components to fail in early build models;
mostly in the power supply itself. The FICM multiplies the voltage in the fuel injector circuit from
12 to volts to fire the injectors. Low voltage can eventually cause damage to the fuel injectors. It
was the first engine introduced to the light truck market that utilized dual turbochargers from
the factory. This was the first Power Stroke to use a diesel particulate filter DPF in order to
nearly eliminate particulate emissions. The new DPS and active regeneration system greatly
hindered the engine's fuel economy capability, though the engine proved to be comparatively
strong and reliable. The engine was ultimately retired after the model year, as Ford replaced it
with its own in-house built 6. Horsepower and torque are achieved at 3, rpm and 2, rpm
respectively. It also features a compound VGT turbo system. Air enters the low-pressure turbo
the larger of the two and is fed into the high-pressure turbo the smaller of the two , then is
directed into the engine or intercooler. This system is designed to result in reduced turbo lag
when accelerating from a stop. The series-turbo system is set up to provide a better throttle
response while in motion to give a power flow more like a naturally aspirated engine. The DPF
traps soot and particulates from the exhaust and virtually eliminates the black smoke that most
diesel engines expel upon acceleration. The engine computer is programmed to periodically
inject extra fuel in the exhaust stroke of the engine known as a "regeneration" in the F-Series to
burn off soot that accumulates in the DPF. This engine is designed to only run on ultra low
sulfur diesel ULSD fuel which has no more than 15 ppm sulfur content; using regular diesel fuel
results in emission equipment malfunctions and violates manufacturer warranties. This problem
arises from the DPF which is part of the diesel after-treatment system. A PCM recalibration was
released to eliminate the possibility of excessive exhaust temperatures combined with certain
rare conditions resulting from what is becoming known as a "thermal event". The engine will be
available for Blue Bird Vision school bus. As of , the Powerstroke's output was increased to hp
at rpm and lbft at rpm becoming best in class diesel in torque and horsepower. The 3. The
engine is a modified version of the Ford Duratorq 3. To aid in economy, emissions, and reduce
NVH , it has a high pressure common rail fuel injection system and piezo injectors that can
spray up to five different injections per compression event. It has a water cooled EGR system to
reduce the temperature of the exhaust gas before being recirculated through the intake. A
unique feature to the emissions system is that the diesel oxidation catalyst DOC and the DPF
have been combined into one singular unit as opposed to the traditional two separate units.
Exhaust treatment continues with SCR which is done by the injection of diesel exhaust fluid in
the exhaust to reduce NOx. The engine features a variable geometry turbo which allows for
intake air flow tuning on the fly to increase power and fuel economy. The engine also features a
variable-flow oil pump to avoid wasting mechanical energy pumping excessive amounts of oil. It
has cast aluminum, low friction pistons with oil squirters to keep them cool during heavy-load
conditions, a die cast aluminum cam carrier to stiffen up the valve train and reduce NVH, and to
increase low end durability, the crankshaft is cast iron and the connecting rods are forged. The
block itself is an extra rigid, gray cast iron with a closed deck. The Euro Duratorq 3. Ford
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variable-geometry Twin-scroll Turbocharger. How can we help you? We promise to never spam
you, and just use your email address to identify you as a valid customer. This product hasn't
received any reviews yet. Be the first to review this product! Air Fish Automotive is a family
business created in to give a peace of mind buying experience when purchasing used
Powerstroke parts. We understand the cost of new parts can be very expensive and add up
quickly. AFA strives for customer satisfaction in every aspect and will go above and beyond to
make you, the customer happy. AFA now has a full service shop doing minor to major repairs
and can take care of your Powerstroke needs from top to bottom. Please feel free to contact us
with any questions you may have. Thank you for your business. Powered by WebsiteGrowers.
My Account Sign in or Create an account. Please wait Categories Our Services 6. Home 6. Click
to enlarge. Customers also viewed. Ford 6. Add to cart. Product Description 6. This is a drop in
unit, that has new head gaskets and arp head studs installed. The turbo, fuel injectors are used
with k miles call for exact miles on avail. Price includes shipping to a business with a way to
unload. Product Reviews Write Review. Write Your Own Review How do you rate this product?
Enter your name: optional. Buy in bulk and save. Contact Us. Air Fish Automotive Air Fish
Automotive is a family business created in to give a peace of mind buying experience when
purchasing used Powerstroke parts. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The 6. Most of these problems
originate from the factory design. The new EGR emissions system that was introduced to meet
emissions standards at the time, is a big contributor to the 6. Head studs provide inadequate
clamping force so blown head gaskets are common. Other 6. Fortunately, once these problems
are addressed, the trucks are much more reliable. Some of these problems can be avoided. If
you follow a strict 6. Bulletproofed 6. Bulletproof kits for a 6. Installing a Bulletproof kit is very
labor intensive, so expect to pay a couple thousand in labor costs. While the 6. Our best advice
is to look for a late model truck or a 6. Many of these problems occur early in these trucks
lifetimes, so many of the 6. If you are considering performance modifications, you need to
replace these studs. The addition of a tuner alone can cause cylinder head pressures to rise

beyond the capability of the TTY head studs, ultimately causing head gasket failure. TTY studs
cannot be re-used and must be replaced after being removed from the engine. Aftermarket head
studs from ARP are a must-have for your 6. The stock TTY head studs can last a while under
factory conditions. Because of the layout under the hood, changing the head studs on the 6. It
can take a long time, even for an experienced diesel mechanic. Expect costs of a couple
thousand dollars after parts and labor. The FICM supplies 48 volts to the two solenoids that
control oil flow to the fuel injector. Excessive heat from the engine and vibration can cause the
FICM to overheat or fail. Cold starts impact the FICM negatively by causing excess voltage to be
drawn. This can damage the capacitors in the fuel injection control module. You should replace
factory fuel injection control modules with aftermarket counterparts. They are better at
dissipating heat and more reliable. Reputable FICM rebuilding companies also typically offer a
warranty on their products. Should an issue arise, they will send you a replacement FICM.
Aftermarket FICMs also come available with custom tunes, allowing you to increase horsepower
by adjusting fueling. Many of the problems found on the 6. These trucks require the oil to be
cooled significantly more than other trucks, resulting in Ford equipping the 6. Over time, sand
and other large particles can clog the small passageways of the Oil Cooler, leading to EGR
Cooler failure. You can identify faulty oil coolers by comparing engine oil temperature and
coolant temperature. An operational oil cooler should keep the difference between the two to
less than 14 degrees when driving the truck. We recommend replacing old factory oil coolers
whenever this temperature split becomes apparent. Do NOT choose a cheap oil cooler. You
need a quality product! You can also go purchase another OEM Ford part. This can help you
identify problems early. EGR Coolers on the 6. This reduces NOx emissions. As with all early
emissions devices, they frequently cause problems. Higher operating temperatures are a typical
symptom of a clogged EGR cooler. These higher temperatures commonly cause head gasket
failures. The EGR coolers commonly leak coolant into the exhaust, resulting in white smoke
Steam exiting the tail pipe. When the oil cooler becomes clogged, less coolant enters the EGR
Cooler, causing higher temperatures, boiling coolant, and potential damage. Be careful when
ordering this replacement part, as there are two different style EGR coolers for the 6. The EGR
Valve on the 6. The valve can stick open, causing poor performance. Often times this occurs
due to excessive idling or poor fuel quality. We recommend frequently cleaning the EGR Valve
to keep it from accumulating soot. If you need a new EGR valve, check out some of the links
below! The VGT increases power and greatly lowers spool times. These new VGT turbochargers
were very susceptible to soot build up. This excessive soot can cause the VGT vanes to stick
open. When that occurs, throttle response suffers and turbo spooling times increase. The
turbocharger can sometimes be cleaned by running the truck hard, otherwise, the turbocharger
needs to be removed and cleaned thoroughly. Early 6. The collection of oil in the turbocharger
can result in the oil cooking. This has been the root cause of many all-out turbocharger failures
in the 6. Want recommendations on an aftermarket turbocharger upgrade for your 6. Stiction
can cause a number of problems including hard starts, and the truck running rough when cold.
The HEUI injectors are very sensitive to poor fuel and oil quality. The high pressure oil pump
pressurizes the engine oil. Then, the injectors use this oil to compress fuel. These high
pressure oil pumps are known for complete failures and leaking seals on the 6. You may need to
replace it too. The factory Degas bottle in 6. They crack at the seams and it can result in loss of
coolant! Invest in a solid aluminum Degas bottle like the Mishimoto Degas Bottle pictured
below. Make sure you get a new factory cap too! What can you do to improve longevity on your
6. For starters, consider not upgrading to performance parts unless it is a product that provides
a solution to one of the above problems. Replace problem parts early, before you start having
issues! Be religious when it comes to your trucks maintenance. Change the oil every 5, miles.
Use high quality oil and consider using additives. Make sure you buy diesel from quality gas
stations that have quality fuel. You can often identify the start of a problem early. For more
information on the Ford SuperDuty Diesel trucks with the 6. This helps support Diesel Resource
and allows us to continue to produce helpful diesel insight and content. Thank you for the
support! Want to learn more about the latest insights in the diesel industry? Signup for our
newsletter and stay up to date on the top trending topics! Founder of Diesel Resource and a
complete diesel head. Has a little bit of problem buying too many trucks. Learn more about him
by checking out his truck. Help Us Get to 1,! Written by Kamil September 7th, Most Common 6.
Mishimoto 6. Mishimoto Polished Degas Bottle 6. Make Kamil's day and share it with a buddy!
Best Ford 6. Complete 6. Complete 7. Comprehensive 3. Comprehensive 6. Ford 3. Ford 6. Ford
7. The Ultimate Guide to Ford 6. Ultimate Guide to Ford 6. Diesel Performance. Digital Gauge
Monitors. Ford introduced the 6 liter Powerstroke diesel engine in to replace the legendary 7. A
big set of shoes to fill. The 6. The early 6. Rest assured you will not find any of the early F Used
6. The reliability of the later 6. The model year 6. Most of the minor problems were solved and

the whole control system was re calibrated for better performance and economy. The later
model 6 liter engines are prime entrants into the replacement engine field. A used diesel motor
with relatively low mileage can offer you a highly reliable engine at a low cost. One of the
reasons we guarantee our used diesel engines so well is that each used diesel engine is
operated in the donor vehicle before it is removed, cleaned and crated for shipment or delivery.
Used diesel engines provide an alternative source of replacement engines for those on a
budget, a person who does not want to sacrifice safety, reliability and lifespan. Since Ford
solved the early model problems, we sell as many used 6 liter engines as we can locate all over
the country. In 99 percent of the cases we can have a used 6 liter engine delivered or shipped
within 24 hours. The obvious choice is to rely on a company who outperforms the competition
with solid ethics and hard work. Call now and find out how our used diesel engines build peace
of mind. Our representatives are ready to supply the information you need to make a great
decision. Call now. F Zetor. Used F Used 6. About Diesel Engine Expert I am a diesel engine
expert. Powered by UnitedThemes. We make our 6. The following is from Automotive Engine
Rebuilders Association Cracks in cast iron will grow, period. If a future event is bad enough,
you may wind up pulling the cab again and doing it all over. Below is a picture of a typical seat
fracture in Ford 6. They cast the cylinder head and machine seats into the iron. The problem is
the seat is only as strong as the cast iron. Detroit, Cummins, Caterpillar, Mercedes and all the
rest of the heavy-duty diesels install heavy-duty valve seat inserts, typically a Nickel Hi-Chrome
alloy material. First is to bore out all the old cast guides, load in the new hi-tensile alloy guides
and press them in place. We pay particular attention to the crush. Resurface Cylinder Heads
Resurfacing these cylinder heads has always been a debate. Why not? What possible difference
could. It took me a while to find out why. We surface before the finished seat work is done to
assure the correct recess and assembled valve spring height. Top angle 30 degree, We cut the
depth to. These lifetime guaranteed Ford 6. Hi my name is Anthony I have a 05 6. I have
upgrades now in my truck,planning to do bigger injectors, bigger Turbo,stage 2 Colt cam I have
a SCT programmer airdog lift pump and a fuel regulator system. I was curious if your company
do moderate head porting and
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bigger valves.? Thickness of theâ€¦. Cracked 6. They all come with alloy hardened valve
guides, nickel-chrome seats, Ford O. Following is how we rebuild Ford 6. Step 1: Test Ford 6.
Next Up: Ultrasonic Cleaning Last cleaning step, thermal clean and shot peen stress relieve.
Finally, we can machine. A gasket engineer at Dana cleared that up, the answer is surface finish.
Dana has the current contract with Ford and Victor for head gaskets had it last year too. Ready
To Ship! Thank you so much for your time, call with any questions please. Anthony Garcia Sr
July 2, Byron April 4, Cancel reply Message. Related Tech Articles. Flawed Ford Cylinder Head?
Posted in: Ford. Tags: cracked cylinder head , cylinder head , redesigned. New vs. Tags:
cracked cylinder heads , new cylinder heads. Tags: resurface cylinder heads. Tags: 6. Posted
in: Ford , Valve Seat. Tags: escort , focus , tracer , valve seat coming out. Tags: spark plugs ,
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